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Abstra t

The results of the analysis of the alibration of the 5-paddle ux monitor for the
September/O tober 2008 blowsh runs at HIGS are presented. The ux monitor has
met its design spe i ations of being able to determine the number of photons in ident
on it to within 2%.
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Figure 1: A s hemati

of the experimental arrangement used to

hara terize the photon ux

monitor (not to s ale).

1 Introdu tion
This do ument des ribes the

alibration of the 5-paddle ux monitor as used in the Septem-

ber and O tober run period at HIGS during 2008.

During this period measurements of

photo-neutrons were performed using D2 O, H2 O and Empty targets, Deuterated and un6
7
Li, Li and Empty targets. The photo-neutrons were de-

deuterated a tive targets, and

te ted using Blowsh. The 5-paddle photon ux monitor was pla ed after the target (and
Blowsh) and before a large NaI dete tor that

ould be moved into the beam for ux monitor

alibration runs.

2 Calibration Runs
Many runs to determine the

alibration of the monitor were performed at ea h of the 4

photon energies employed during the September-O tober 2008 running period.

For ea h

alibration run, a NaI dete tor was moved into the beam downstream of the ux monitor,
and the target, normally in the

entre of blowsh, was removed. In addition, the photon

beam intensity was redu ed by inserting
primary

opper absorbers into the beam line before the

ollimator so that the NaI would be able to

ount individual photons. A s hemati

of the experimental arrangement is shown in gure 1. The ux monitor

alibration runs are

summarized in table 1.
The table is presented in
energy and

hronologi al order. In the table

olumn 1 is the photon beam

olumn 2 is the lu id data a quisition run number. Column 3 is the rate in the

ux monitor s aler during the live time whi h is listed in
ux monitor s aler during the live time is listed in
the NaI spe trum whi h is, of

olumn 4. The total

ount in the

olumn 6. Column 5 is the integral of

ourse, re orded during the live time. An example of a NaI

spe trum is shown in Figure 2 with the lower integration limit indi ated by the verti al line.
The integration omits the low energy ba kground visible in the spe trum.
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Table 1: Flux Monitor (FM) Calibration Runs
Beam Energy

Run

FM Rate

Live Time

(Hz)

(s)

(MeV)

NaI Sum

FM Count

25

595

6.8

31.975

10031

217

25

663

6.7

434.5

150231

2932

25

664

72

775.03

20

708

8.6

454.02

20

709

91

609.08

35

857

19

362.89

378609

6827

35

858

265

22.24

324808

5889

20

891

11

365.73

203670

4151

20

892

75

156.48

645964

11715

25

921

6.3

1610.40

519540

10078

25

922

69

284.33

1.086×10

30

951

7.2

126.496

42982

908

30

952

55

213.24

642477

11660

35

973

65

222.608

791070

14437

3.115×10

6

55790

6

55533

198150
3.080×10

3922

6

19550
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Figure 2: An example NaI spe trum for run number 664 at a beam energy of 25 MeV. The
spe trum was integrated from 9 MeV up.
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3 Calibration Analysis
If we dene, for the live time of the measurement,

Nγ = Number of gamma rays in ident on the monitor,
Nm = Number of measured gamma rays, i.e. the ux monitor
NN aI = Number of gamma rays measured by the NaI dete tor,
then we

ounts,
i.e. the NaI sum,

an dene,

ǫm = Nm /Nγ = The Flux Monitor e ien y,
fm = 1/ǫm = The Flux Monitor alibration fa
To begin with we

f ′m

tor.

al ulate,

= The measured ux monitor

alibration fa tor,

using

f ′m =

(NN aI − BN aI Tlive )
(Nm − Bm Tlive )

(1)

where

Tlive = is the live time of the measurement,
BN aI = is the ba kground rate in the integration

region of the NaI spe trum

(whi h was essentially zero for all runs), and

Bm
Bm

= is the ba kground

ount rate of the ux monitor.

was di ult to determine a

in the ux monitor the major

urately. Be ause of the triple

ontribution to the ba kground is

oin iden e requirement
osmi

rays in ident at

angles su h that it passed through the three paddles while missing the veto paddle.
addition there is a
produ ing a
rate.

In

ontribution from the room ba kground resulting in a random oin iden es

ount.

Several measurements were made to estimate the ba kground

These measurements were ne essarily made while the beam was o.

ount

It was found

that dierent results were obtained depending on how long the beam had been o before the
measurement was made. Therefore, the best estimate of the ba kground rate was determined
from run 709 whi h was a 1 hour run taken just after the beam was turned o. This rate
was

Bm = 0.70 ± 0.02

Hz. It must be assumed that this is approximately the rate when the

beam is on and the beam intensity is redu ed with the absorbers.
The measured

alibration fa tor

al ulated using equation 1 and the above ba kground

rate for the runs listed in table 1 are plotted in gure 3 as a fun tion of ux monitor
rate. It

an be seen that the results are

ount

onsistent within the errors of the measurements. (It

is expe ted that the fa tor will vary slowly with energy.) It was found that the

alibration

fa tors determined for the low rate measurements varied dramati ally with the ba kground
rate used. It was found that the ba kground rate quoted above from run 709 gave results
that were at least

onsistent with the

alibration fa tors measured at higher ux monitor

ount rates. Nevertheless, in the subsequent analysis, only the measurements taken at ux
monitor rates greater than 25 Hz were used. At these rates a fa tor of two un ertainty in

Bm

resulted in a less than 0.5%

hange in the measured ux monitor

most measurements.
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alibration fa tor as a fun tion of rate in the 5-paddle ux monitor

for the 4 energies.

4 GEANT4 Simulation
A GEANT4[1℄ simulation of the experimental arrangement in luding the ux monitor and
the NaI dete tor has been developed. The simulation in ludes all dimensions and materials
in the ux monitor and the NaI dete tor and the relative positions of these two dete tors
and the primary
the

ollimator. The simulation assumes a uniform distribution of photons over

ollimator opening. The simulation in ludes all relevant ele tromagneti

intera tions at these energies.
paddles and the NaI dete tor

and hadroni

From the simulation the spe trum from the ux monitor
an be

ompared to the measured values.

During ea h experimental run a sample of the ux monitor spe tra are re orded.

An

`or' of all 5 dis riminator outputs for the 5 paddles is used to generate a gate for an ADC
onne ted to ea h paddle signal.

A

oin iden e register also re ords whi h paddles were

above its dis riminator threshold.
The simulation is able to very well reprodu e the spe tra observed in the measurement.
This

an be seen in gure 4. The gure shows the spe tra from the 5 paddles of the ux

monitor when a beam of energy 25 MeV passes through it. The paddles are labeled 0 to 4
with paddle 0 at the upstream end and the aluminum absorber is between paddles 1 and 2.
A

ount from the monitor is determined by a triple

oin iden e between paddles 2, 3 and 4

in anti- oin iden e with the veto, paddle 1. In the gure the spe tra for paddle 2, 3 and 4
are for the normal

ondition for a

for paddles 0 and 1 are for the

ount i.e. in anti- oin iden e with paddle 1. The spe tra

ondition of a triple
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oin iden e between paddles 0, 1 and 2,

whi h is used to determine the gain of the veto, paddle 1.
The energy

alibration for ea h paddle was found by mat hing the single minimum ion-

izing peak (the lowest energy peak in ea h spe trum) to the energy determined from the
simulation. The simulated spe trum was s aled by normalizing the integral in the energy
range from 0.5 MeV to 1.5 MeV to the integral of the measured spe trum.

The energy

resolution of the paddles was adjusted in the simulation to mat h the measured spe tra. It
an be seen that the shapes of the measured spe tra are well reprodu ed by the simulation.
The dashed blue lines in the gure shows the dis riminator thresholds for ea h paddle. The
dis riminator thresholds were determined from spe tra in remented for a parti ular paddle
with no

oin iden e requirement with other paddles but with the

oin iden e register bit set

to indi ate that it was above threshold.
A

opy of the GEANT4 ux monitor simulation appli ation is available at

http://nu leus.usask. a/ftp/pub/rob/flux-1.0.tgz
The appli ation works with Geant4.8.1.p01. A version that will work with latter releases of
Geant4 will be forth oming. The appli ation requires the pa kages "LightOutput" available
at

http://nu leus.usask. a/ftp/pub/rob/LightOutput-1.0.tgz.
If output in Lu id[2℄ format is desired the pa kage "G4Lu id" available at

http://nu leus.usask. a/∼ward/G4Lu id/index.html
will also be needed.

(The G4Lu id pa kage also requires Lu id to be installed on your

system.)

5 Absorption Corre tion
The measured

f ′m

alibration fa tor

is not equal to the true

alibration fa tor

fm

be ause

not all gamma rays in ident on the ux monitor rea h, and are dete ted by, the NaI dete tor.
The

orre tion fa tor, dened by

cabs = Nγ /NN aI .

(2)

is determined from the simulation for ea h energy.
The true

alibration fa tor is then given by

fm = cabs f ′ m

(3)

The weighted mean of all measurements with ux monitor rates above 25 Hz was used to
nd the nal true
The true

alibration fa tor. The results are summarized in table 2.

alibration fa tor

an also be

al ulated from the simulation provided all pa-

rameters of the ux monitor are known to su ient pre ision. The most
in this

al ulation is the thi kness of the aluminum absorber.

riti al parameter

The e ien y of the ux

monitor is almost dire tly proportional to this thi kness. Unfortunately this thi kness is not
known to su ient pre ision.

Mi rometer measurements of aluminum absorber thi kness

vary between 2.217 mm and 2.230 mm. The thi kness of the absorber in the simulation was
varied until the average e ien y for the four energies agreed with the measured average
e ien y. This was a hieved with an absorber thi kness of 2.297 mm whi h was within the
range of the measurements. With this absorber thi kness the average measured
6
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Figure 4: Spe tra from the 5 paddles in the ux monitor
beam energy of 25 MeV.
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ompared to the simulation for a

Table 2: Measured ux monitor

alibration fa tors after

Beam Energy

Absorption

(MeV)

Fa tor

20

1.0504

25

1.0405

30

1.0338

35

1.0291

±
±
±
±

cabs

orre tion by the absorption fa tor.
Calibration
Fa tor

0.0001

58.68

0.0001

58.63

0.0001

57.33

0.0001

58.02

±
±
±
±

fm
0.50
0.50
0.51
0.43

Table 3: Re ommended Flux Monitor Calibration Fa tors
Beam Energy

Calibration

(MeV)

Fa tor

20

59.01

25

58.52

30

58.03

35

57.54

fa tor for the four energies is 58.18
simulation is 58.27

±

±

±
±
±
±

fm

E ien y

ǫm

0.46

1.694

0.46

1.709

0.45

1.723

0.45

1.738

(%)

±
±
±
±

0.013
0.013
0.013
0.013

0.35 while the average

alibration fa tor from the

0.22. These agree to within less than 0.5%. The absorption

fa tors quoted in table 2 are
The measured and

orre tion

al ulated using this absorber thi kness.

al ulated

alibration fa tors are plotted as a fun tion of energy in

gure 5.
The systemati s as a fun tion of energy displayed by the simulation are expe ted to
be

loser to the truth. Therefore the re ommended

alibration fa tors are as listed in ta-

ble 3. There errors in table 3 ree t the un ertainty in normalizing the simulation to the
measurement by varying the absorber thi kness.

6 Rate Corre tion
The HIGS beam is not a 100% duty fa tor photon beam. The photon beam

omes in bun hes

at a rate of 5.58 MHz or about 180 ns apart. The dead-time of the ux monitor is of the
order 60 ns (about the width of the veto generated by the veto paddle). Therefore photons
arriving in separate bun hes will always be

ounted by the s aler if they are dete ted by the

ux monitor. However more than one photon being dete ted in the ux monitor in a single
bun h will be

ounted as only one. In fa t this bun h rate limitation on the

ount rate of

the ux monitor saves it from severe pileup ee t at high photon rates.
The above

alibration fa tors are measured at very low photon uxes so that the proba-

bility of more than one photon being dete ted in a single bun h is extremely small. Therefore
the measured e ien y, and the e ien y predi ted by the GEANT4 simulation where one
photon at a time is simulated, is an absolute e ien y appropriate only at low rates. At
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alibration fa tors for the 5-paddle

ux monitor as a fun tion of energy.

high photon rates a

orre tion for multiple hits in a bun h must be made.

The number of photons dete ted is redu ed when two or more photons are dete ted in
a single bun h and are

ounted as only one. A further redu tion o

dete ted, but another photon in the same bun h

urs when a photon is

auses a hit in the veto paddle, thus killing

the dete ted photon.
Therefore in order to

al ulate the

hitting the ux monitor will

orre tion at high rates the probability that a photon

ause a hit in the veto (paddle 1) is needed. This information

an be obtained from the simulation. The result for the four energies under

onsideration

are listed in table 4.
A full

al ulation of the probability of getting a

ount from the ux monitor in a single

Table 4: Veto paddle hit e ien ies
Beam Energy

E ien y

ǫv

(MeV)
20

1.032

25

1.043

30

1.048

35

1.066

9

(%)

±
±
±
±

0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005

bun h is

ompli ated and involves many terms. Su h an expression is di ult to invert to

al ulate the number of gamma rays from the number of ux monitor
a good approximation

ounts. Fortunately

an found using the following simple argument.

We dene,

Nh = ǫm Nγ

= Number of hits on the ux monitor that have the potential to be

ounted.
So then,

µh = Nh /B

= Average number of hits per bun h.

From Poisson statisti s,

Ph (xh , µh ) =
is the probability of
probability of a

xh

µh xh −µh
e
xh !

(4)

hits in a bun h. Sin e one or more hits will be

ounted as one, the

ount will be,

Ph (xh ≥ 1, µh ) = 1 − Ph (0, µh ) = 1 − e−µh
But this hit may be vetoed if another photon in the bun h
The probability that this o

µ = Nγ /B

(5)

auses a hit in the veto paddle.

urs may be estimated as follows. Dening

= average number of photons in a bun h,

then

µ − µh

= average number of photons in a bun h that did not

ause a dete table

hit.
If

ǫv

=

veto e ien y = the probability that a photon

auses a hit in the veto

paddle,
then,

µv = (µ − µh )ǫv

= the average number of those photons that

ause a hit in the

veto paddle.
Therefore, from Poisson statisti s, the probability that there is no hit in the veto paddle
from these photons is

Pv (0, µv ) = e−µv
Therefore the total number of

(6)

ounts from the ux monitor is

Nm = BPv (0, µv )Ph (xh ≥ 1, µh )
= Be−ǫv (1−ǫm )
10

Nγ
B

(1 − e−ǫm

Nγ
B

)

(7)

This expression must be inverted to

Nγ

al ulate

from

Nm .

This is not easily done alge-

brai ally and so must be done numeri ally. A rst order expansion of equation 7 that
be inverted algebrai ally does not provide su ient a

8 × 106

an

ura y for photon rates over about

Hz.

The

orre tness of equation 7 for

al ulating

simulations. In the rst simulation the number of

Nγ

was tested using three Monte-Carlo

ounts in the ux monitor was determined

bun h by bun h. For a given photon rate, the average number of photons hitting the monitor
in a bun h was

al ulated. For ea h bun h Poisson statisti s was used to sele t a number

of photons. The true e ien y of the monitor was used to randomly determine how many
of these photons

aused a hit.

Then the veto e ien y was used to randomly determine

how many of the remaining photons

aused a veto whi h removed the hit. After a suitable

number of bun hes the total number of photons hitting the monitor and the total number
of

ounts from the monitor will be known.
In the se ond simulation the number of photons was again sele ted using Poisson statis-

ti s.

Then, for ea h photon, the a tual output from a GEANT4 simulation of the ux

monitor (that red one photon at a time) was used to determine whi h paddles re orded
hits for a given photon. An `or' of all the hit patterns in a given bun h was examined to
determine if there was a hit (i.e. no hit in the veto and a triple

oin iden e for paddles 2, 3

and 4). Both these simulations gave the same results.
A third simulation was run using GEANT4 where multiple photons were red in ea h
geant event. On e again the number of photons red was sele ted using Poisson statisti s
for a given photon rate. If the number of photons was zero the event was still re orded as a
bun h.
In an a tual experiment, both the total number of bun hes
monitor hits

Nm

B and the total number of ux

during the live time of a measurement are re orded in s alers. Then using

the known values of the e ien ies

ǫm

and

ǫv

the number of photons

Nγ

an be

al ulated

from equation 7. This was tested, using the rst simulation, for a wide range of photon rates
and the results are shown gure 6. The gure shows the error in the
photons if the rate
simply using
gives the

orre tion was ignored (i.e.

Nγ = Nm /ǫm .)

al ulated number of

the number of photons was

After applying the rate

orre tion it

al ulated by

an be seen that equation 7

orre t number of photons to within 1%.

Also shown on gure 6 is one data point from the third simulation using the full GEANT4
simulation with multiple photons in ea h bun h. It
the

an be seen that for this simulation too

orre tion using equation 7 gives ex ellent results.
The error in

The

Nγ

Nm , ǫm and ǫv in the usual
2
2
2



∂Nγ
∂Nγ
∂Nγ
2
2
2
δNm +
δǫm +
δǫv 2
(δNγ ) =
∂Nm
∂ǫm
∂ǫv
depends on the un ertainties in

oe ients in equation 8

way.

(8)

an be estimated from a leading order approximation of equa-

tion 7. The results are,

1
∂Nγ
=
,
∂Nm
ǫm
The derivation of these

∂Nγ
Nm
= − 2,
∂ǫm
ǫm

and

(1 − ǫm )Nm 2
∂Nγ
=
.
∂ǫv
ǫm 2 B

oe ients is outlined in Appendix A.
11
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Figure 6: The per entage error in the number of photons as a fun tion of photon rate. The
errors without applying a rate

In the

orre tion and after applying a

al ulation of the data points in gure 6 from the rst simulation there was no error

in the e ien ies

ǫm

and

ǫv

sin e these numbers were inputs to the simulation. Equation 7

does a surprisingly good job, given that it is not stri tly a
the Perl

orre tion are shown.

orre t expression. A listing of

ode for the rst simulation used for testing the rate

very simplisti

orre tion, whi h in ludes a

algorithm for inverting equation 7, is given in Appendix B.

7 Other Rate Ee ts
Figure 7 shows the spe tra from the ux monitor paddles at dierent rates. The spe tra at
a beam energy of 25 MeV taken at a very low photon rate is ompared to the spe tra taken
6
at a rate of about 9 × 10 Hz. The gain of the paddles does not appear to hange mu h
with rate. Sin e the e ien y is only weakly dependent on gain this will have little ee t on
the e ien y of the monitor. There seems to be a de rease in resolution for some paddles,
espe ially visible at low pulse heights. This appears to be asso iated with the gating of the
ADC. This is
An additional

onrmed by ee ts observed in the pedestals for the ADC for those paddles.
onrmation that the ee t is related to the ADC

there appears to be
if the

omes from the fa t that

ounts in the spe tra below the pedestal level. This would not be possible

hange in the signal o

the ux monitor s aler

urred before it rea hed the dis riminator. Therefore we believe

ounts are unae ted by these ee ts observed in the spe tra.

An in rease in the ba kground singles rate in the veto paddle at high beam uxes would
potentially de rease the e ien y of the ux monitor. This would have to be room ba k-

12

ground from other sour es than the photons passing through the monitor whi h are already
taken into a

ount. Additional room ba kground is a possibility sin e, as we noted above,

we did observe ba kground rates to

hange as a fun tion of time after the beam was turned

o. We have no eviden e that su h a ba kground is very large and the e ien y of a single
paddle to ba kground is small sin e the paddles are thin. However this ee t is something
that should be measured in the future by moving the ux monitor out of the beam. If the
rate of su h ba kground is less that 10 MHz the ee t on the e ien y of the monitor will
be less than 0.5%.

8 Target Absorption
Finally, for

ompleteness, we note that the number of gamma rays

al ulated above is the

number hitting the ux monitor, not the number entering the target.
There are two ways to deal with this. One is to run the ux monitor GEANT4 simulation
again with a target in pla e. Then the values of

ǫm

and

ǫv

derived from the simulation will

in lude target absorption ee ts and the number of gamma rays derived using the above
pro edure will be the number entering the target.
The se ond way is to make a
mass attenuation

orre tion, at least to a rst approximation, is to use the

µ/ρ of the target for the
µ = (µ/ρ)ρ where ρ is the

oe ient

absorption

oe ient is

thi kness is

t

gamma ray energy in question. The
density of the target.

and the number of gamma rays entering the target is

Nγ1 ,

If the target
the number of

gamma rays leaving the target is

Nγ = Nγ1 e−µt
When

al ulating the

ross se tion for a rea tion it is important to in lude absorption

along the length of the target.
approximation

(10)

This is best a

ounted for by using a simulation.

A rst

an be made using the following analysis.

The number of gamma rays passing through a part of the target whi h is a distan e

x

from the start of the target is

Nγ (x) = Nγ1 e−µx
The number of nu lear rea tions, with
thi kness

∆x

at a distan e

x

ross se tion

σ,

(11)
that o

from the start of the target is

NR (x) = Nγ (x)nσ∆x
where
that o

ur in a pie e of the target of

n is the number density of rea
ur in at target of thi kness

(12)

tion entres in the target. The total number of rea tions

t

is then

NR =

Z

t

Nγ (x)nσdx

(13)

0

Using equation 11 we nd

NR = Nγ1
and then using equation 10

NR = Nγ


nσ
1 − e−µt
µ

nσ µt
e −1
µ
13

(14)

(15)
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Figure 7: The spe tra taken dierent photon rates. Run 664 is at a very low rate while run
6
918 is at a rate of about 9 × 10 Hz.
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9 Con lusion
We have presented the results of measurements and

al ulations required to

5-paddle photon ux monitor. The monitor, after proper

hara terize the

alibration, and after

orre tion

for rate ee ts, appears to meet its design goal of measuring the number of photons in ident
upon it during the live time of a measurement to within a systemati
been shown that the e ien y of the monitor
with further work, and

error of 2%. It has

an be known to better that 1%. Therefore,

he ks on the additional rate ee ts dis ussed in se tion 7, it may be

possible to redu e the systemati

error below 2% in the future.
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A Derivation of Error Coe ients
To se ond order, if

ǫv Nγ /B

and

Nm
=
B
In the form of a quadrati



Nγ
B

2



are small, equation 7

Nγ
1 − ǫv (1 − ǫm )
B



an be written

ǫ2m Nγ2
Nγ
ǫm
−
B
2B 2



.

equation this is

1
−
ǫv (1 − ǫm ) + ǫm /2

or


where

ǫm Nγ /B

Nγ
B

ǫ′ = ǫv (1 − ǫm ) + ǫm /2.

2



1
− ′
ǫ

Nγ
B





Nγ
B

1
+
ǫm (ǫv (1 − ǫm ) + ǫm /2)



1
+
ǫm ǫ′



Nm
B





Nm
B



= 0,

=0

The solution of this is

"
#
r
4 Nm
Nγ
1 1
1
−
.
=
±
B
2 ǫ′
ǫ′ 2 ǫm ǫ′ B
This

an be written

#
"
r
Nγ
1
4ǫ′ Nm
,
= ′ 1− 1−
B
2ǫ
ǫm B

where we have noted that the negative square root is the

orre t solution. We note that

4ǫ′ Nm
Nγ
∼ 4ǫ′
<1
ǫm B
B
sin e

Nγ /B ∼ 1 − 10

that

and

(1 − x)1/2 ≈ 1 − 1/2x − 1/8x2
2

Nγ
1 Nm
ǫ′ Nm
=
+ 2
.
B
ǫm B
ǫm
B

ǫ′ ∼ 0.02.

So nally

Nγ =

So we

an use

to show

Nm (ǫv (1 − ǫm ) + ǫm /2) Nm 2
+
.
ǫm
ǫm 2
B

The leading order term is as expe ted if there is no rate

orre tion.

Taking the partial derivatives of this expression leads to the
For the partial derivatives with respe t to

Nm

and

term. This is good enough for an error estimate.
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ǫm

oe ients in equation 9.

we have used only the leading order

B Rate Simulation Code
#!/usr/bin/perl
$gamma_rate = 10.0e6;
$bun h_rate = 5.58e6;
$true_effi ien y = 0.01706;
$err_true_effi ien y = 0.00006;
$veto_effi ien y = 0.01041;
$err_veto_effi ien y = 0.00005;
$ave_gamma_per_bun h = $gamma_rate / $bun h_rate;
printf "Average gammas per bun h = %.2f\n", $ave_gamma_per_bun h;
$n_bun h = 10000000;
$pois_prob_gamma[0℄ = exp(-$ave_gamma_per_bun h);
#print "prob[0℄ = $pois_prob_gamma[0℄\n";
$n_pois_gamma = int(6*$ave_gamma_per_bun h);
if($n_pois_gamma < 3){$n_pois_gamma = 3;};
for($i = 1; $i <= $n_pois_gamma; $i++)
{
$pois_prob_gamma[$i℄ = $pois_prob_gamma[$i-1℄
* $ave_gamma_per_bun h / $i;
#print "prob[$i℄ = $pois_prob_gamma[$i℄\n";
}
$sum_gammas = 0;
for($i = 0; $i < $n_bun h; $i++)
{
# use poisson statisti s to get the number of gammas
# in this bun h
$n_gamma = poisson_gamma();
$sum_gammas += $n_gamma;
#print "$i : $n_gamma\n";
# find
# that
$n_hit
for($j

out how many of these aused a normal hit
would be ounted
= 0;
= 0; $j < $n_gamma; $j++)
{
if( rand() < $true_effi ien y )
{
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$n_hit++;
}

}
if($n_hit > 0)
{
# now look at the others and
# de ide if any of them aused a veto
# (we already know that $n_hit photons
# did not ause a veto)
$vetoed = 0;
for($j = $n_hit; $j < $n_gamma; $j++)
{
if( rand() < $veto_effi ien y )
{
$vetoed = 1;
last;
}
}
if($vetoed == 0)
{
$num_dete ted++;
}
}
}
printf "Gamma rate = %.1fe06\n", $gamma_rate/1000000.;
print "Number of bun hes = $n_bun h\n";
print "Number of gammas = $sum_gammas\n";
print "Number of ounts = $num_dete ted\n";
$exp_gammas = $num_dete ted/$true_effi ien y;
$d_exp_gammas = sqrt($num_dete ted)/$true_effi ien y;
printf "Non rate orre ted number of gammas = %.0f +/- %.0f\n",
$exp_gammas, $d_exp_gammas;
$fra tional_error = ($exp_gammas - $sum_gammas) / $sum_gammas;
$d_fra tional_error = $d_exp_gammas / $sum_gammas;
printf "Per entage error = %0.2f +/- %0.2f\n",
$fra tional_error*100., $d_fra tional_error*100.;
#for($i = 0; $i <= $n_pois_gamma; $i++)
#
{
#
print "dist[$i℄ = $dist[$i℄\n";
#
}
print "\n";
# naive orre tion ignoring vetos
$est_gammas = -$n_bun h / $true_effi ien y
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* log(1.0 - $num_dete ted/$n_bun h);
printf "Naive (ignoring vetos) orre ted number of gammas = %.0f\n",
$est_gammas;
# now see if we

an

al ulate the

orre t number of gammas

# first guess
$est_gammas = $num_dete ted / $true_effi ien y;
$step_size = 0.05 * $est_gammas;
$dir = +1.0;
$diff1 = $num_dete ted - al_ ount();
$est_gammas += $step_size * $dir;
$diff2 = $num_dete ted - al_ ount();
#print "diff1 = $diff1, diff2 = $diff2\n";
#print "step_size = $step_size, dir = $dir\n";
$iter = 0;
while(abs($diff2)/$num_dete ted > 0.0001)
{
#print "est_gammas = $est_gammas\n";
#print "diff1 = $diff1, diff2 = $diff2\n";
#print "step_size = $step_size, dir = $dir\n";
if($diff1*$diff2 < 0.)
{
# sign hanged
# so go the other dire tion in smaller steps
$step_size /= 3.;
$dir = -$dir;
}
else
{
if(abs(diff2) > abs(diff1) )
{
#wrong dire tion
$dir = -$dir;
}
}
$est_gammas += $step_size * $dir;
$diff1 = $diff2;
$diff2 = $num_dete ted - al_ ount();
}
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#printf "Converged: Cal ulated Number of Gammas = %.0f\n",$est_gammas;
# estimate the error in number of gammas
$a = 1./$true_effi ien y;
$b = $num_dete ted/$true_effi ien y**2;
$ = (1.-$true_effi ien y)/4./$true_effi ien y**2
* $num_dete ted**2 / $n_bun h;
# In this simulation there is no error in the true effi ien y
# or the veto effi ien y sin e these are inputs to the al ulation.
$b = 0; $ = 0;
$err_est_gammas = sqrt(
($a)**2 *$num_dete ted
+ ($b*$err_true_effi ien y)**2
+ ($ *$err_veto_effi ien y)**2
);
printf "Cal ulated Number of gammas = %.0f +/- %.0f\n",
$est_gammas, $err_est_gammas;
$fra tional_error = ($est_gammas - $sum_gammas) / $sum_gammas;
$d_fra tional_error = $err_est_gammas / $sum_gammas;
printf "Per entage error = %0.2f +/- %0.2f\n",
$fra tional_error*100., $d_fra tional_error*100.;exit;
sub

al_ ount
{
# $est_gammas is the urrent estimate of the number of gammas
$n_m = $n_bun h * exp(-$est_gammas
* (1. - $true_effi ien y) * $veto_effi ien y / $n_bun h)
* (1.0 - exp(-$est_gammas * $true_effi ien y / $n_bun h) );
#print "Calulated num_ ounts = $n_m\n";
return $n_m;
}

sub poisson_gamma
{
if (rand() > $pois_prob_gamma[0℄)
{
my $i;
do {
$i = int(rand()*$n_pois_gamma + 1);
if ($i > $n_pois_gamma) {$i = $n_pois_gamma;}
}
while ( rand() > $pois_prob_gamma[$i℄ );
return $i;
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else

}

}
{
return 0;
}
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